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The lesson by toni cade bambara short story

The lesson is a short story by Toni Cade Bambara (1938-1995). It was first published in 1972. [1] The Lesson is a first-person narrative told by a young black girl named Sylvia who is growing up in Harlem in an unspecified period of time known only as Back in the days when everyone was old and stupid
or young and foolish and Sugar and I were the only right ones (Bambara, 1992). Going from the prices, it can be assumed that the story sometimes takes place in the early seventies. The story is about a journey started by a well-educated woman named Miss Moore who took it upon herself to expose the
neighborhood's unreciated children to the world outside of their oppressed community. The destination is the FAO Schwarz Toy Store in Manhattan, where toys destined for a white market are extremely expensive. Some cost more than the income of the children's family. Children contemplate extreme
prices. Ms. Moore uses the trip to demonstrate how an unfair economic and social system creates unfair access to money and resources for black Americans. The lesson in economic inequality is almost lost on children, who, too contemptuous to open up to the education offered to them by the wellmeaning Miss Moore, close the story by making sure to spend the rest of the taxi fare. In the end, however, Sylvia seeks solitude to contemplate the events of the day. The narrator has found a way to direct her anger and spout is no intention of beating me to nuthin, illustrating how the two main characters
choose different paths at the end of the story. This story also emphasizes that individuals who are segregated in certain environments should not be worthy, as Miss Moore, the educated outsider, creates resistance with her condescending. References - Wright, Richard (2011). The man who was almost a
man. p. 883. Friedman sources, Joe. Review of Toni Cade Bambara's Lesson. &lt;a0&gt;&lt;a1&gt;&lt;/a1&gt; 2011.&lt;/a0&gt; Web. 24 Oct. Short stories for students. The lesson. Book Rags. Gale Group. 2000-07. Web. 24 Oct. Andrew, Richard. The man who was almost a man. The story and its writer.
Ed. Ann Charters. Compact 8 ed. California: Bedford/St. Martin's, 2011. 878-87. Print. Retrieved from Bambara,Toni Cade. The lesson. Literature: a portable anthology, in turn Janet E. Gardner et al., Bedford/St. Martin's, 2017. 0 changes, more recent less than a minute ago Show changes back on days
when everyone was old and stupid or young and silly and Sugar and I were the only ones right, this lady was moving on our block with diaper hair and proper speech and no makeup. And we laughed at her, laughed at the way we did the junk man who did for her business as if it were a little great time and
his sorry-ass horse his secretary. And we hated her, too, hated the way we did the winos that cluttered our parks and on our handball walls and stinked our hallways and stairs so we couldn't play halfway to hide-and-seek without a gas mask. Miss Moore was her name. The only woman on the unnamed
block. And she was as black as hell, cept by her feet, which were fish-white and ghostly. And she always planned these boring things for us to do, we're my cousin, mostly, who lived on the block because we all moved north at the same time and into the same apartment then gradually developed to
breathe. And our parents would pull our heads in some form and crunch our clothes so we'd be presentable for trips with Miss Moore, who always looked like she was going to church even though she never did. Which is just one of the things adults talked about when they talked behind him like a dog. But
when she came to call with a sachet she had sewn or with some gingerbread she had made or some book, because then they would all be too embarrassed to drop it and they would hand us everything up. She had been in college and said it was right that she should take responsibility for educating
young people, and she didn't even bond with marriage or blood. That's how they went. Especially Aunt Gretchen. He was the main gofer in the family. You've got some stupid nonsense you want someone to go look for, send looking for Aunt Gretchen. She's been screwed into the go-along for so long, it's
a natural thing as deep as blood with her. And that's how she was saddled with me and Sugar and Junior in the first place while our mothers were in a la-de-da apartment up the block having good ole weather. So this day Miss Moore rounds us all up to the mailbox and it's pure hot and she's blowing
herself up for arithmetic. And the school suppose you let go in the summer, but you're never licesud. And the starch in my pinafore scratching my shit, and I'm really hating this diaper head bitch and her damn degree. I'd rather go to the pool or the show where it's nice. So Sugar and I leaned on the
mailbox to be grumpy, which is a Miss Moore word. And Flyboy checks what everyone brought for lunch. And Fat Butt already wastes his peanut butter and jelly sandwich like the pig he is. And Junebug punchin on the arm of Q.T. for french fries. And Rosie Giraffe passing from hip to hip waiting for
someone to step on her foot or ask her if she from Georgia so she can kick in the south, preferably Mercedes.' And Miss Moore asks to know what money is like us a group of retards. I mean real money, he says, as if it's just poker chips or monopoly cards that we put on the grocer. So right away I'm tired
of this and say it. And it would be much better to rip sugar and go at sunset terrorize the children of West India and take their hair ribbons and their money too. And Miss Moore makes an observation for next week's lesson on brotherhood, I can tell. And i finally say we should get to the subway because
it's cooler and we could meet some nice guys. Sugar wiped off her mother's lipstick, so we got ready. So we're heading down the street and she stupidly bores us about how much things cost and what our parents do and how much the rent costs and how money isn't divided in this very country. And then
he gets to the part about us all poor and we live in the slums that I don't present. And I'm ready to talk to her, but she goes out on the street and says hello to two taxis just like that. Then he snuffs out half the crew with her and hands me a five-dollar bill and tells me to calculate the 10% tip for the driver.
And we're out. Me and Sugar and Junebug and Flyboy hang out the window and shouting at everyone, putting on each other's lipstick causes Flyboy a fag anyway, and fart with our sweaty armpits. But I'm mostly trying to figure out how to spend this money. But they are fascinated by the ticking of the
meter and Junebug begins to bet on how much he will read when Flyboy can no longer hold his breath. Then Sugar bet on how long it will be when he gets there. So I'm stuck. No one wants to go for my plan, which is to jump out to the next light and escape to the first bar-b-que we can find. Then the
driver tells us to get out because we're already there. And the meter reads eighty-five cents. And I'm timed to figure out the tip, and Sugar says give him a dime. And I decide he doesn't need it as much as I do, so later for him. But then he tries to take off with Junebug foot still in the door so let's talk about
his mother something fierce. Then we check that we on Fifth Avenue and all dressed in socks. A fur lady, hot as she is. White lunatics. This is the place, says Miss Moore, presenting it to us in the voice she uses at the museum. Let's take a look at the windows before we enter. Can we steal? Sugar asks
very seriously as if he had the basic rules squared before playing. Forgive you, says Miss Moore, and we fall. So he takes us around the windows of the toy shop and Sugar and I scream, This is mine, this is mine, I have to have this, which was made for me, I was born for it, until Big Butt drowns us. Hey,
I'm going to buy that there. What's that? You don't even know what it is, stupid. I do, punchin says on Rosie Giraffe. It's a microscope. What are you going to do with a microscope, fool? Look at things. Like what, Ronald? And Big Butt has no idea. So here go Miss Moore gabbing about the thousands of
bacteria in a the water and somethinorother in a grain of blood and the million and one who lives beings in the air around us is invisible to the naked eye. And what do you say that for? Junebug go into town on that nude and we roll. Then Miss Moore asks how much it costs. So all of us jam in the window
smudgin up and the price says 300 dollars. So he asked me how long it would take for Big Butt and Junebug to save their allowances. Too long, I say. Yeh, Sugar adds, passed at that time. And Ms. Moore says no, she nevervads the learning tools again. Because, even medical students and interns and,
blah, blah, blah. And we're ready to choke Big Butt for bringing him in the first place. This one costs four hundred and eighty dollars, says Rosie Giraffe. So we pile on her to see what she pointed out. My eyes tell me it's a piece of cracked glass with something heavy, and dif-ferent-colored inks dribbled in
the cracks, then all put in an oven or something. But for $480, it doesn't make sense. This is a paper weight made of semi-precious stones fused together under tremendous pressure, he explains slowly, with his hands making the extraction and all the factory work. What is paper weight? asks Rosie
Giraffe. To weigh the paper with, handlebar, say Flyboy, the wise man of the East. Not exactly, says Miss Moore, that's what she says when she's hot or away too. It is to weigh the paper so that it does not disperse and make your desk messy. So right away sugar and me curtsy each other and then
mercedes who is more the ordered type. We don't keep paper on top of my desk in my classroom, Junebug says, imagining Miss Moore crazy or lyin one. At home, then, he says. Don't you have a calendar and pencil case and a blotter and let-ter-opener on your desk at home where you do your
homework? And she knows damn well what our houses are like because she wanders around in them every time she has. I don't even have a desk, Junebug says. Do? No. And I don't even have any homework, says Big Butt. And I don't even have a home, flyboy says as he does at school to keep white
people out of his back and apologize for him. Send this poor boy to camp posters, it's his specialty. Yes, says Mercedes. I have a stationery box on my desk and a picture of my cat. My mother-mother bought the stationery and desk. There is a large rose on each sheet and rose smell bags. Who wants to
know about your smelly stationery, says Rosie Giraffe fore I can get my two cents. It is important to have a workspace of your own so that ... You want to watch this sailboat, please, flyboy says, cut it off and point to it like it's his. again we fall all over each other to watch this magnificent thing in the toy
shop it's big enough to navigate maybe two kittens across the pond if you tie them to the narrow poles. We all start to recite the price like we do in the assembly. Handcrafted fiberglass sailboat at a thousand hundred and nineve five dollars. Amazing, I'm being told and I'm really stunned. I read it again for
myself in case the group's acting put me in a trance. Same thing. For some reason, that pisssses me off. We look at Miss Moore and she looks at us, waiting for me not to know what. Who would pay for all this when you can buy a sailboat for a quarter from Pop's, a glue tube for a dime, and a rope ball for
eight cents? It must have an engine and much more, I say. My sailboat cost me about fifty cents. But will it take water?, says Mercedes with its smart axle. I once took mine to Alley Pond Park, flyboy says. Broken string. I lost her. Too bad. Sailed mine at Gentral Park and bent over and sank. I had to ask
my dad for another dollar. And you have the strap, Big Butt laughs. He didn't even have a rope on it. My old man was moaning on his shoulders. Little Q.T. was staring at the sailboat and you could see he wanted it badly. But he was too little and someone would just take it away from him. Then what the
hell. This kids' boat, Miss Moore? Parents fool to buy something like that just to get everything broken, say Rosie Giraffe. That money should last forever, I guess. My father would buy it for me if I wanted to. Your dad, my ass, says Rosie Giraffe who has a chance to finally push Mercedes. They must be
rich people shopping here, say Q.T. You're a very bright guy, Flyboy says. What was your first clue? And he raps him on the head with the back of his knuckles, as Q.T. the only one he could get away with. Although Q.T. risks coming after you years later and getting his lollipops when he half expects.
What I want to know is, I tell Miss Moore even though I never talk to her, I wouldn't give the that satisfaction, is that how much does a real boat cost? I guess a thousand'd get a yacht every day. Why don't you take a look at it, he says, and report to the group? Which really pains me with his ass cino. If
you're going to ruin a perfectly good swimming day the less you could do is have some answers. Let's go inside, he says like he's got something up his sleeve. He just doesn't lead the way. So Sugar and I turned the corner to where the entrance is, but when we got there I'd hang around a little bit. Not that
I'm afraid, what's to be afraid of, just a toy shop. But I feel funny, too bad. But what should I be ashamed of? I have the right to come in like everyone else. But somehow I can't get into of the door, so I turn away from Sugar to drive. But she's stuck, too. And I look at her and she looks at me and that's I
mean, gosh, I've never been shy about doing nothing or not going anywhere. But then Mercedes comes forward and then Rosie Giraffe and Big Butt crowd behind and push, and the next thing we all tucked into the door with just Mercedes squeeze in front of us, smooth her sweater and walk right down
the aisle. Then the rest of us fall in like a glued-together puzzle done all wrong. And people look at us. And it's like when Sugar and I crashed into the Catholic Church for a challenge. But once I got there and everything so quiet and holy and the candles and bow and handkerchiefs on all the drooping
heads, I couldn't get all the way with the plan. Which was for me to run to the altar and do a tap dance while Sugar played the nose flute and messed up the holy water. And Sugar kept elbowing me. Then later he teased me so badly that I tied her up in the shower and turned her on and locked her inside.
And she'd be there until today if Aunt Gretchen hadn't finally thought I'd be on the takin shower. Same thing in the store. We all walk on tiptoe and hardly touch in games, puzzles and things. And I saw Miss Moore standing by and looking at us like I was waiting for a sign. As Mama Drewery looks at the

sky and smells the air and takes note of how much inclination is in the bird for for-mation. Then sugar and I bump slap each other, so busy looking at the toys, 'especially the sailboat. But let's not laugh and go into our fat mata-lady belly routine. Let's just set that price. Then Sugar swiped his finger all over
the boat. And I'm jealous and I want to hit her. Maybe not her, but I want to punch someone in the mouth. Look at a door here for, Miss Moore? You look angry, Sylvia. Are you angry about something? Givin me one of them smiles as she tells in an adult joke that never turns out to be funny. And he's
looking at me very closely as if he's going to do my portrait by heart. I'm angry, but I'm not going to give you that satisfaction. So I slouch around the store be in very bored and say, Come on. Sugar and I at the back of the train watching the tracks whizz big then small then be swallowed up in the dark. I'm
thinking about this tough toy I saw in the store. A clown doing somersaults on a bar then chin-up just causing yank slightly to the leg. I could see myself as my mother for a $35 clown. Do you want who costs what?, he said, raising his head to the side to get a better view of the hole in my head. Thirty-five
bucks could buy new bunk beds for Junior and Gretchen's boyfriend. Thirty-five bucks and the whole family could visit Grandfather Nelson in the country. dollars would also pay the rent and the piano bill. Who are these people who spend so much to make clowns and $1000 for the toy What kind of work
do they do and how do they live and why aren't we there? Where we are is who we are, Miss Moore always refers. But it doesn't have to be that way, he always adds that someone has to say that the poor have to wake up and ask for their share of the cake and none of us know what kind of cake they talk
about in the first place. But she's not that smart because I still have her four bucks from the cab and she certainly won't make it my day with this shit. Sugar pushes me into my pocket and winks. Miss Moore is standing in line in front of the mailbox we started from, it seemed years ago, and I have a
headache for thinking about it so hard. And we lean on each other so we can keep under the draggy ass lesson that always ends with us at the end before thanking her for having borin us to tears. But he looks at us like I'm reading tea leaves. He finally said, Well, what do you think of F.A.0. Schwarz?
Rosie Giraffe mumbles, Crazy Whites. I'd like to go there again when I get the money for my birthday, Mercedes says, and we put her out of the pack, so she has to lean on the mailbox herself. I'd like a shower. Tiring day, flyboy says. Then Sugar surprises me by saying, You know, Miss Moore, I don't
think all of us here together eat in a year how much that sailboat costs. And Miss Moore lights up like someone's goose. And?, he said, urging Sugar on. I'm just standing on his foot so it doesn't continue. Imagine for a minute what kind of society some people can spend on a toy how much it would cost to
feed a family of six or seven. What do you think? I think, sugar says pushing me out of his feet like he's never done before because I whip her donkey in a minute, that this isn't much of a democracy if you ask me. Equal chance of pursuing happiness means a crack equal to pasta, doesn't it? Miss Moore
is beyond herself and I'm disgusted by Sugar's betrayal. So I'm on your foot again to see if you're going to push me. She shuts up, and Miss Moore looks at me, sadly I'm thinking. And something strange is to go up, I feel it in my chest. Any other body learning anything today? I'm leaving and Sugar has to
run to recover and he doesn't even seem to notice when I shrugged his arm off his shoulder. Well, we still have four bucks, he says. Uh hun. We could go to Hascombs and get half a layer of chocolate and then go at sunset and still have a lot of money for french fries and ice cream drinks. Uh hun. Rush to
Hascombs, he says. We start from the block and she goes on, which is O.K. to me because I go to the West End and then the Drive to think about this day through. He can run if he wants and run faster. But no one's going to beat nuthin. Dmu Dmu 06 November 2019 4:13 04:13
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